
The sun will come out...tomorrow? Maybe? Please? 

Who knows when winter will finally break its hateful vice grip, but as soon 

as it does, you're going to want to have your fridge stocked accordingly. 

The joy of drinking at this transitional time of year is that everything is fair 

game. You still want those dark, moody porters and stouts for cool nights, 

but you can also reacquaint yourself with styles you may have cast aside 

in the colder months: crisp pilsners, floral farmhouse ales, and  German-

style maibocks, for example. Unlike summer wheat's, fall Oktoberfest 

and dark winter stouts, spring inspires breweries to release        

countless different styles.  
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A twist on our Year-Round Variety Pack, the Spring Variety Pack will 

release in April, and will feature four lighter-bodied seasonal beers. 

Proceeds from Spring Variety Pack sales will benefit our 2015 

Green Tour partners. More information on our Green Tour coming 

soon! 

 

These four beers will ONLY be available in the Spring Variety Pack 

for a limited time. We'll share release dates and more details as 

April approaches. The Spring Variety Pack will not sport GLBC's     

refreshed look, which is scheduled to re-

lease around Memorial Day, 2015. 

Our 2015 Spring Variety Pack includes 

three bottles of each of the following beers: 
 

Truth, Justice and the American Ale, Lawn 

Seat Kolsch ,High Striker Single ,Holy 

Moses White Ale  

Brewers' new releases a sign that spring is near 



Cider, America’s drink of choice 
Cider was once America’s drink, but after beer became 

popularized and then prohibition hit, it was crushed. Now, 

one of the world’s oldest alcoholic beverages is making a 

strong comeback. 

ABOUT our hard cider 

We ferment 100% pure apple juice with our house Belgian 

Abbey Ale yeast for a very special hard cider. Made in small 

batches, DeMunck’s Cider is smooth, easy to drink and 

naturally gluten-free. 

 

Everyday package-Bottles and Draft. 

DeMunck's Cider brewed by Southern Tier Brewing Company   
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Abita Wrought Iron® IPA embodies the resilient,   

indestructible nature of New Orleans. This india 

pale ale is forged with the intensity of Apollo,     

Equinox and Mosaic Hops. Brewed with pale ale 

malt for a golden color as bright as iron from a fiery 

forge. 

Available Packaging-6 Pack Bottles 

 

Wrought Iron IPA 

 Dry, sharp, and crackling with flavor, Brooklyn Sorachi Ace is         

reminiscent of lemongrass, verbena, dill and lemon peels.  Brooklyn 

Sorachi Ace is a classic saison, an unfiltered golden farmhouse ale, 

with a wonderfully clean malt flavor and our hero, the quirky Sorachi 

Ace hop, standing front and center. Dry-hopping releases Sorachi 

Ace’s bright, spicy aromatics to tickle the nose before ascending into 

a fine harmony between pilsner malt and playful Belgian ale yeast.  

Availability: Year-round 

Format: 750ml cork-finished bottles, 12oz capped bottles (4pk), 15.5 gal kegs 

and 5.2 gal kegs  

Brooklyn Sorachi Ace is a beer we just couldn’t let disappear  
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Absence Makes the Heart Grow Fonder: 
Yards Love Stout Coming Back in Bottles 

J ANU AR Y  AND F E BR U AR Y  NEW SL ET T ER 
Everyday Packages  

SEDUCTIVELY SMOOTH 

Our brewers have poured their hearts and roasted malted into this rich, slightly 

sweet stout. Luscious notes of coffee and chocolate accent the smooth, creamy, 

mouth feel. We will not apologize for any amorous affairs resulting from the con-

sumption of this beverage. As proof, we have Yards Love Stout, the lus-

cious and most endearing dark brew that’s been available only as a 

nitro draft since at least 2009 coming back in 2015 in 12 oz. bottles.  

A big, mouth-watering IPA, brimming with all the       

flavors and aromas of the new breed of hops coming 

from Australia and the Pacific Northwest.  We had such great        

success with the IPAs coming out of our Pilot facility (in both our 

"Farmhouse Ales" - brewery only - and "Brown Bag" - regionally         

distributed, draught-only) that we decided to release Limbo IPA, in 

package and draught, year-round.  

Long Trail Limbo IPA 

 

America’s Oldest Brewery proudly offers Yuengling  Bock Beer.  This 

seasonal release resurrects an old brewery tradition of producing a 

Bock in the late winter and early spring. Dark brown in color, this 

unique brew offers an exceptional flavor to be enjoyed by all. 

We invite you to enjoy the taste of traditional, quality family        

brewing. 

 

BOCK FACTS-Deep Amber Color Pale, Caramel and Dark Malts 

Classic Hop Varieties Modern Beer with a Distinguished Past 

Yuengling Bock Beer 



Flying Dog Brewery is set to release the latest in its Wild Dog Series 

“Ditch the yuppies with their overpriced lattes and pour yourself a 

pint of our robust coffee stout. Brewed with a secret roast from The 

Black Dog Coffee Company, it’s the perfect balance of nutty coffee 

flavors and chocolate malt notes. Perfect morning, noon and night, 

this stout’s velvety taste will make it hard to ever return to your       

favorite acne-prone barista. (He’ll live).” 

Stats: 8.9% ABV, 40 IBU, 12 oz. bottles (4pk I believe) 
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Southern Tier 2xExpresso to 

Replace 2xONE 

Down to Earth– to Replace Bitter American 

Flying Dog Coffee Stout coming soon 

J ANU AR Y  AND F E BR U AR Y  NEW SL ET T ER 

 2xStout is considered by many to be a perfect milk stout. We started 

with that in mind, and added espresso beans and lemon peels for a 

true Italian style pick-me-up. The result is a stout so black, so rich, so 

creamy, it’d be at home in a café along a cobblestone street in some 

neighborhood in Rome. Yet, it’s beer.  

AVAILABILITY: early winter / 12oz (6pk and 24 bottle cases) / draught 

Seasonal  

The DOWN TO EARTH product has 

not yet been made publicly         

available yet in the United States.  

 

Down to Earth will be available 

year-round, in six pack cans and  

draft. Give one, or three, a try.  

http://www.stbcbeer.com/works-2-cols/2xstout-beer-page/


 A traditional german helles bock, golden in color and brewed with only the 

finest imported malt and hops. The distinct malty sweetness is balanced by 

a pronounced hop finish.  Pours a hazy golden color with a white head.         

Aromas of sweetness and toasty notes with some ripe fruit..  7.5% ABV.  

Available January in 1/2BBLS 

Sierra Nevada (CA/NC) will launch a throwback Beer Camp seasonal in early spring 

2015 Beer Camp Hoppy Lager. 

Hoppy Lager is a re-realized edition of Sierra Nevada & Ballast Point’s Electric Ray, 

found in this past summer’s Beer Camp Across America. 

 

Last summer we teamed up with San Diego’s Ballast Point for a hop-head twist on 

a crisp lager. We remixed this encore which is loaded with whole-cone hops in the 

brew kettle in our Hop Torpedo to deliver 

a bold aroma back by smooth malt flavor. 

The brewery tells Beer Street Journal that 

it plans on hand selecting a special beer 

camp offering from the past (not just Beer 

Camp Across America) to be a Beer Camp 

seasonal in the future. This is just the 

beginning. 

 

Style: Lager 

Availability: 12oz Bottles,1/2BBL,1/6BBL 

Arrival: Early Spring, 2014 

7% ABV 
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Sierra Nevada’s Beer Camp To Become Rotating 

Sierra Nevada 4-Way IPA variety pack feat. three new bottles  

January and February Newsletter 

Sierra Nevada Brewing Co. is aggregating its         

whole-cone hop prowess into one box, the 4-Way 

IPA variety 12-pack..The 4-Way IPA variety pack  

features two brand new India Pale Ales, as well as 

a year-round powerhouse and an updated           

rendition of a Beer Camp creation. While different 

in color and character, the 4-Way IPAs unite 

through intense hop aromas and  flavors that   

underscore Sierra Nevada’s passionate and       

progressive take on whole-cone hops.  

ATWATER MAI-BOCK (SPECIALTY LAGER) 

A Great Selection from Sierra Brewing Company  

A Great Selection from Atwater Brewery 

Seasonal  

http://beerpulse.com/brewery/sierra-nevada-brewing
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MAGIC HAT-SPRING VARIETY PAK 

SINGLE CHAIR-THE GOLDEN TICKET TO REFRESHMENT 

COMINGIN JANUARY-21ST AMENDMENT SNEAK ATTACK  

Magic hat single chair is a light, medium-bodied golden ale with a 

heady aroma and a malt forward flavor. smooth and drinkable,    

perfectly balanced like nature itself, single chair goes down              

effortlessly. Single Chair is replacing Pistol. 

 

Malts: Pilsner 

Hops: Apollo, Hallertaur 

5% ABV   17 IBUS    3.5 SRM 

As temperatures rise, the fever follows. A portable celebration of unbridled 

vernal joy, this thawing mixer serves to stir you from winter slumber. Listen 

as the Rockin' Robin sings spring into all things...Ca-Caw! Ca-Caw! A lively            

vernal variety that mixes perfectly with the rousing call of spring. Imbibe 

and Bloom High. Included in the Spring Variety  #9,Single Chair, Dream    

Machine and H.I.P.A.  Available in January. 

Seasonal  

Sneak Attack is a late winter seasonal beer .    

You might not expect a Saison in winter. But the        

enemy didn’t expect Washington to cross the icy 

Delaware, either. Expectations be damned, we 

say.  

Available from  January through March in              

six-pack cans and on draft.  

6.2% abv 38 IBU 

A Great Selection from Magic Hat Brewing Company  

http://send.tbdagency.com/t/r-l-cihhuky-tkhdikjrkd-q/
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Rolling Rock consumer photography promotional 

Goose Island Ten Hills Pale Ale 

J ANU AR Y  AND F E BR U AR Y  NEW SL ET T ER 

The next edition of Rolling Rock consumer photography promotional packaging 

will be available January 19, 2015.  This packaging celebrates the real brand 

ambassadors that embody Rolling Rock’s independent spirit, and features the 

best consumer-generated photographs that were submitted to Rolling Rock’s 

photography website and Facebook pages.  Both the 12 pack NR and 30pk can 

packages will feature the photography packaging. 

Stella Artois will be available in 1/6 barrels beginning  

February 2015.  The 1/6 barrels will tap with an American 

Sankey Tap system. 

1/6 Kegs (Sixtels) 

Contains about 53 12oz Servings 

Ten Hills traces its story to Elk Mountain Farms in Idaho, famous for 

growing hops of exceptional quality and character. With hops from 

the "first ten hills" grown for Goose Island at Elk Mountain, we 

crafted a pale ale that delivers both a herbal and citrus hop          

character. We hope you'll find the intriguing balance of flavors in this 

beer to be truly unparalleled.  Cheers!  Available now. 

ABV:  6.2%           IBU:48 

Color:  Copper    OG  15 

Malt:  2-Row, Caramel 20, Caramel 40, Munich  

Hops:  Perle, Cascade, Saaz 

A Great Selection from Anhueser Busch 
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Deschutes Red Chair NWPA-Northwest Pale Ale  

Stevens Point Whole Hog Espresso Stout  

Boulder Spring Seasonal  White IPA 

Available for a limited time beginning February 2015. 

12oz NR 6/4 and ¼ Barrels 

Handcrafted using a blend of supreme roasted malts 

delicately aged on hand-picked espresso coffee beans 

from Valentine Coffee Roasters, Milwaukee, WI. 

Smooth and full of the palate with a roasted finish. 

 

The citrus punch of a big IPA, minus the one-dimensional hop      

sledgehammer. Several select European and domestic malts round 

out the edges for a complex, copper-colored brew. Like its namesake 

ski lift, it’s an insider’s ride to fresh thrills.  

Pale, IPA -Available Jan - Apr  

Alc. 6.2% | IBUs 60 192 Calories, 12 oz serving  

Seasonal  

With craft beer spring seasonals, you can often expect lighter-

bodied beers with bright and fresh flavors that personify 

the season.   A New Spring Seasonal from Boulder to release in 

February/March 2015 

 

Available in 24/12 NR 4/6 and 1/2 BBL 
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Ithaca Daydreamer American Style Kölsch 

Butt Head Bock Lager  

Widmer Omission  

Seasonal  

Tommyknocker Butt Head Bock Lager, a big malty traditional German-style bock beer 

brewed with Perle, Mt Hood, and Chinook Hops.  8.2 ABV and 33 IBU’s. This multiple 

GABF gold medal winning  doppelbock lager is brewed with a generous supply 

of Munich, dextrapils, caramel and chocolate malts and is fermented with a                   

Bavarian lager yeast.The resulting caramel sweetness and rich mouth feel are            

complimented by a mild hop bitterness. 
 

Available January 2015 

Originating from Cologne, Germany, the Kölsch style is historically only 

brewed along the Rhine River.  The style is so regional that Germans 

in other parts of the country may not even be able to get it.  We 

brought the style here and added our own little bit of personality by 

making the traditionally 4.5% alcohol beer closer to 7%.  This full     

flavored dreamy Kölsch will stand out from the rest with its strong 

pineapple-like aroma and complex fruity flavor.  Brewed 

with  Hallertauer and Hersbrucker Hops and Pilsner, Pale 

and Munich Malts.   

Available in 12oz NR 4/6 and ½ Barrels, February 2015. 

Now available:  Widmer Omission IPA 12oz NR 4/6.  Omission IPA is 

a bright, hop forward Northwest Style IPA produced in the spirit of 

the original IPAs shipped from the UK to India in the late 1800’s.  

The heavy-handed use of Cascade and Summit hops give it notable 

pine, citrus, and grapefruit aromas and flavors.  The bitterness is 

what you would expect of a NW IPA but this beer is balanced and 

smooth due to the perfect level of malt sweetness.  The finish is 

crisp, clean, and refreshing – it’s a true IPA lover’s IPA.  Omission 

beers contain gluten levels well below the FDA gluten free standard 

or 20ppm. 



This year, DuClaw aged a limited quantity of our award winning                                          

(Brewer’s Association of Maryland Governor’s Cup gold medal winner 

in 2006, 2007 and 2008) Barleywine, Devil’s Milk, in Kentucky White 

Oak Bourbon barrels to create a uniquely tempting new brew.        

Hell On Wood is medium/full-bodied and    amber in color with a thin, 

persistent, off-white head. Its mesmerizing citrus flavors and aromas, 

accented by notes of charred oak, vanilla, and caramelized sugar, 

give way to a palate dominating hop finish balanced by smoky,      

bourbon character and a warming alcohol presence (10.6% alcohol 

by volume). There’s no escape; prepare to fall to the seductive power 

of Hell On Wood! Will be available in 12oz NR & 1/2BBL’s 
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Moon Gunn 

Hell on Wood  

Naked Fish  

January and February Newsletter 

A Great Selection from Duclaw Brewing Company  

GET NAKED-First brewed in 2002 and available each February,       

Naked Fish, like most traditional Stouts, is medium-bodied and nearly 

black in color with a light tan head. But where Naked Fish turns the 

stout style upside down is in its flavor profile. Gourmet Chocolate 

Raspberry Coffee is added to the grain bill to produce a taste                 

experience you’ll never forget. Naked Fish hooks you with                  

flavors and aromas of roast coffee, raspberry and dark chocolate,      

before releasing you to a dry, chocolatey finish. These enticing         

flavors, combined with a moderate 4.6% abv, are guaranteed to make 

you get naked. Fish. Or whatever.                                                          

Will be available in 12oz NR & 1/2BBL’s 

Seasonal  

Moon Gunn is an Session Amber IPA style beer.  A Cigar City 

and DuClaw collaboration. 

 

                                                                        

Will be available in 12oz NR & 

1/2BBL’s 



Blue Moon® Belgian White* was our first year-round release back in 1995. 

It started with our brewmaster, Keith Villa, wanting to craft a 

beer inspired by the flavorful                     Belgian Wits he enjoyed while 

studying brewing in Belgium. He brewed his interpretation           

using Valencia orange peel versus the traditional tart Curaçao      

orange peel, for a subtle                sweetness. Then he added oats 

and wheat to create a smooth, creamy finish that’s inviting to 

the palate. As a final touch, he  garnished the beer with an      

orange slice to heighten the citrus aroma and taste. Its natural 

unfiltered appearance adds to the depth of flavors in Belgian 

White*. 

 

Available in 12-oz. bottles, 6-pack, 12-pack, Brewmaster’s can, 16-oz. can, Draft 
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Blue Moon White IPA  

A Great Selection from Blue Moon Brewing Company  

Cinnamon Horchata Ale, mucho gusto.  

Introducing Blue Moon: First Peach Ale  

                                                                                                                     
To celebrate the time of the year when we have one foot in winter and 

the other in spring, we have created the Early-Season Release series. 

This year’s selection is a Belgian-inspired ale with peaches.  It’s slightly 

tart, but balanced with caramel malt  character for the cooler days and 

peach notes for the warmer ones. 

Blue Moon First Peach Ale will be available in 12oz bottles. Typically either in 

the seasonal mixed packs, or in 12oz, 6 packs.  

Seasonal  

For this beer, our brewmaster reached back to his roots and found 

inspiration in the traditional agua de horchata. Our cinnamon-

spiced ale is his interpretation of this delicious Latin beverage.  It’s 

brewed with natural long-grain rice for a creamy texture to          

complement flavors of cinnamon, making it the perfect treat for a 

get-together with friends.This isn’t a classic beer style. We took a 

traditional Mexican non-alcoholic drink and 

made it into a refreshing beer.   

 

Now available in winter variety pack 
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Shiner Ruby Redbird-all year round  

Spring Sample Pack  

Shiner Birthday Beer, Chocolate Stout  

Seasonal  

Inside the Pack: First Peach, Valencia Orange, Cinnamon Horchata, BMBW, Rounder, Farmhouse Red                                                                           

(Available January-July)   

Shiner Ruby Redbird is brewed with genuine Texas Rio Red        

Grapefruit, and ginger. This lager beer features grapefruit tartness 

and finishes with a ’lil kick of ginger.    

Releasing in January available in 12oz Bottles, 12oz Cans and Draft 

To celebrate the 106th birthday of the “Little Brewery” in 

Shiner, They crafted this special limited-edition brew 

that’s a sweet treat for all. Brewed with chocolate malt 

and real cocoa, this year’s Shiner Birthday Beer is a     

delicious out with a soft creamy head, chocolate aroma 

and taste and a slightly sweet finish. Drink this beer 

that’s as rich as Shiner’s heritage while it lasts- once it’s 

gone, you’ll have to wait until next year for another   

birthday surprise. 

Will be available in 12oz bottles. 

A Great Selection from Shiner Brewery 

A Great Selection from Blue Moon Brewing Company  
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Samuel Adams-Escape Route  

Samuel Adams-Cold Snap 

Sam Adams- Spring Variety  

Escaping from winter’s darkness, this hazy golden, unfiltered Kölsch 

style creates a fresh start.  Our take on the classic hybrid style from 

Cologne Germany combines the subtle fruit notes of an ale with the 

smooth crispness of a lager for a bright, refreshing brew to help      

escape those lingering cold days. Available beginning in January. 

 

Seasonal Limited Release - 
Escape Route is available in six-packs and as part of the Samuel Adams Spring 

Brews Variety 12-Pack . 

J ANUAR Y  AN D FE BR UAR Y N EWS LET T ER 

A Great Selection from Boston Beer Company  

                                                                                 

Stirring from the haze of winter, this refreshing 

unfiltered White Ale awakens its smooth wheat 

with the bright snap of spring spices.  From the 

subtle sweetness of orange peel and plum to the 

peppery bite of fresh ground coriander, the blend 

of spices creates just the right refreshing kick to 

signal that spring is on its way  

Available: 12oz Bottles, 22oz Bottles 12oz Cans, 

1/2BBL’s and 1/6BBL’s 

Seasonal  

With a new look and feel for 2015, our Spring Brews variety pack delivers on the exploration 

that Sam drinkers have come to enjoy. We added a new style (Crystal Pale Ale– a crisp pale ale 

with a citrusy,floral flavor) this year to complement the many different activities you have going 

on! The selection of craft beers in this variety pack bring to life the change of seasons.   

Pick up the Samuel Adams Spring  variety pack (12-pack) today 
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Samuel Adams-Rebel Rouser Double IPA 

Samuel Adams-Rebel Rider IPA 

New Samuel Adams-REBEL IPA 2/12 Cans 

 J ANUAR Y  AN D FE BR UAR Y N EWS LET T ER 

A bold yet mellow IPA 
 

This casual Session IPA has all of the hop character of a West     

Coast-style IPA but with a golden crispness & lighter body to fit those 

laid back, anytime days.  Bursting with bright citrus and grapefruit 

notes, with hints of pine, this beer has a soft lingering bitterness that 

brings you back for another sip. 

 

Availability-Year-round in 12oz bottle: 6pk ,2/12pk , Keg: 1/6bbl  

An intense and flavorful Double IPA 
 

Bold & unapologetically hoppy our  Double IPA packs a punch but its 

one of flavor over pure bitterness.  The aroma and flavor comes from 

the combination of large hop doses in the kettle & dry hopping 

(totaling over 5lbs. per barrel).  What comes through are bright hop 

flavors of pine, citrus, floral, and spice  accented by pale malts &     

alcohol strength for a big, flavorful brew. 

 

Availability-Year-round in 12oz bottle: 6pk , Keg: 1/6bbl  

Unlike some West Coast style IPAs that overpower with hops, Samuel 

Adams Rebel IPA features citrus and grapefruit highlights. These 

bright flavors are balanced by subtle pine notes, allowing for an     

exceptionally smooth pour, without sacrificing any of the character 

you’d expect from a West Coast style IPA.  

Availability-Year-round in 12oz bottle , 16oz cans and                              

now in 2/12 Cans 

 

A Great Selection from Boston Beer Company  

Seasonal  
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Twisted Tea Strawberry Lime  

Samuel Adams-Double Bock 

Twisted Watermelon Lemonade  

Intense and warming, this indulgent lager is brewed with over a          

half-pound of malt in each bottle, almost enough for a loaf of 

bread.  Brewed by monks since the 13th century, double bocks are 

one of the original “big beers”.  The bold malts create a deep            

mahogany color, rich caramel sweetness and smooth body that’s    

balanced by the subtle citrus of German Noble hops. 
 

AVAILABILITY :February 

Available beginning 2/1/15 

 

Real iced tea taste with notes of strawberry and lime 

 

5% Alcohol by Volume  

 

Available in 6-pack, 24oz cans 

 

Available beginning 2/1/15 

 

Made with real watermelon juice, light and refreshing 

with a dry finish just like homemade lemonade 

5% Alcohol by Volume 

 

Available in 6-pack & 24oz cans 

A Great Selection from Boston Beer Company  

Seasonal  
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Hop’ N Mad Apple  

J ANU AR Y  AND F E BR U AR Y  NEW SL ET T ER 

Juicy apple, with mild highlights of grassy, floral notes from the 

Strisselspalt hops and citusy, tropical fruit notes from the Gal-

axy hops. Apple forward. Fruitiness of the hops integrates with 

the cider. Subtle but interesting.  

AVAILABILITY- 

Year-round-6 Pack Bottles, Limited Draft 

 

Forbidden Traveler is a seasonal release that is a wheat ale 

brewed with lemon peel, apple juice & honey,  Available in 

12oz bottles and they come in at 4.4% ABV.   

 

Traveler Beer - Forbidden Traveler     

Apple, & Illusive Traveler Grapefruit  

Illusive Traveler is a wheat ale brewed with lemon peel &     

grapefruit juice & Curious Traveler is a wheat ale brewed with 

lemon peel. American craft wheat ale brewed with real         

grapefruit. He’s a mysterious fellow with a    

distinctly juicy disposition. Available in 12oz 

bottles and they come in at 4.4% ABV.   

A Great Selection from Boston Beer Company  

Seasonal  

http://mybeerbuzz.blogspot.com/search/label/Traveler
http://mybeerbuzz.blogspot.com/2014/10/traveler-beer-forbidden-traveler-apple.html
http://mybeerbuzz.blogspot.com/2014/10/traveler-beer-forbidden-traveler-apple.html
http://mybeerbuzz.blogspot.com/search/label/Traveler
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://mybeerbuzz.blogspot.com/2012/04/boston-beer-alchemy-science-house-of.html&sa=U&ei=axTSUMKMBoKi2QX00oC4Bg&ved=0CAcQFjAA&client=internal-uds-cse&usg=AFQjCNFYSu_tmS1viYbhBxN37FCL4kmYqw
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JFM Renovation: Harp & Red Stripe Packaging 

J ANU AR Y  AND F E BR U AR Y  NEW SL ET T ER 

A Great Selection from Diageo-Guinness USA 

SMIRNOFF ICE PINK GRAPEFRUIT - SEASONAL 

Pink Grapefruit coming soon !  

 

These bartender inspired new drinks deliver a premium taste  

Experience the perfect balance of flavor, sweetness, alcohol, and a  

little extra carbonation.  Not too sweet or overly flavored, they offer a  

refreshing taste of a cocktail but with the format and convenience of  

a beer. 

Seasonal  
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Abita Mardi Gras-February 17th  

Celebrate Old Rasputin’s Birth Day  

Penn Marzen-Releasing January  

J ANU AR Y  AND F E BR U AR Y  NEW SL ET T ER 

Celebrate the Season 

Celebrate Grigori Rasputin’s Birthday on January 22nd with Fans of 

Old Rasputin Russian Imperial Stout.  

 

Produced in the tradition of 18th Century English brewers who           

supplied the court of Russia's Catherine the Great, Old Rasputin 

seems to develop a cult following wherever it goes. It's a rich, intense 

brew with big complex flavors and a warming finish.  
 

VITAL STATISTICS 

Style: Russian Imperial Stout 

Color: Black 

ABV: 9% 

Bitterness: 75 IBUs 

On the heels of Valentine's Day comes Mardi Gras, and Penn is ready 

with its Marzen fest-style beer. This malty, full-bodied, beautiful        

amber-colored beer has 5.5% ABV and 20 IBUs, and is brewed with 

caramel, Munich, and black malts, as well as Perle hops.  

Marzen is available in 12-oz. bottles and on draft.  

Bock (January – March) is the first of Abita seasonal brews.  

It is brewed with Perle hops and pale and caramel malts. Their  Bock 

is    similar to a German Maibock in its high malt content, full body 

and slightly higher alcohol content. Abita Bock is a very 

popular brew, especially during  Mardi Gras    season.   

Abita Bock is available in 12-oz. bottles and on 1/4 bbl 



Young's Double Chocolate Stout 
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ROGUE CHOCOLATE STOUT 

Valentine’s Day, Boulder-Style 

J ANU AR Y  AND F E BR U AR Y  NEW SL ET T ER 

Rogue Chocolate Stout 22oz bottles are available for the 

holiday making this beer a perfect gift. 

Rogue Master Brewer John Maier combines his World Champion       
Shakespeare Stout, named the “Best of 1500 Beers” by Bob Klein in the 
Beer Lover’s Rating Guide, with Chocolate to create Rogue Chocolate 
Stout. This brew has received over 20 awards, including 
Gold in the 2012 World Beer Championships. 

Chocolate Stout is ebony colored with a rich creamy 
head. 9 ingredients make up this brew: 2-Row, C-120 
and Chocolate Malts; Cascade Hops; Rolled Oats; 
Roasted Barley; Chocolate; Free Range Coastal Water 
and Pacman Yeast 

Chocolate malt and real dark chocolate are combined with Young's 

award winning rich, full flavoured dark beer to craft a satisfyingly    

indulgent, but never overly sweet experience. Dark, ruby color, nearly 

black, distinctive chocolate flavor, smooth, velvety finish. This sweet 

stout yearns for a pairing with chocolate confections, cheesecake 

and tiramisu.  

Cases 12pk/12 oz. Bottles,12pk/16.9 oz. Bottles, 50 Liter - 13.2 

Boulder Beer Shake Chocolate Porter 
 

Boulder Beer's twist on the traditional robust American Porter, Shake 

Chocolate Porter is dark black in color with rich, sweet aromatics and 

flavors of dark chocolate, coffee and caramel. This unique brew 

blends five different grains, including Chocolate Wheat, that along 

with cacao nibs create a devilishly delicious chocolate 

finish with a velvety mouthfeel. 5.9% ABV   

Skip the roses, and reach for beer this Valentine’s Day 
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Framboise 

Magnificent aroma, delicate palate of raspberries with             

undertones of fruity acidity; elegant, sparkling clean taste. 

Pomme 

Smooth, light body with the fresh flavor of real apples and a 

light green-apple tartness. 

Kriek 

Bouquet of freshly harvested cherries; sparkling, smooth, fruity 

and refreshing, finishing dry.  

Peche 

Golden in color; with a nose that fills the room with fresh peaches. Sparkling, crisp and         

refreshing balance of fruit and acid. 

Cassis 

Deep reddish-purple color with exceptional aroma, flavor, and complexity. Fuller bodied and 

soft, while still being refreshing and crisp.  

Cuvee Rene 

Golden color, cidery, winey palate; reminiscent, perhaps, of bubbly dry vermouth with a more 

complex and natural flavor. 

Faro  

Fruit and caramel aroma, balanced by subtle complexity and refreshing acidity. The flavor 

starts sweet, with suggestions of brown sugar or orange marmalade, and finishes with crisp 

tartness.  

Sampler Pack 

The Lindemans Sampler is designed to introduce people to the best-selling lambics in        

America - and brings delight to both buyers and sellers. 
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The romantic, mysterious, wild-fermented 

wheat beers of Belgium’s   

Chocolate & Raspberries For Valentine's Day! 

Samuel Smith's Chocolate Stout and Lindemans                

Framboise for Valentines Day 

 

What could be more perfect for Valentine's Day? Blend 

the two! Put 2-3 ounces of Lindemans Framboise into a 

pint glass, then top it off with Samuel Smith's Organic 

Chocolate Stout. The deep notes of roast malt and      

chocolate marry beautifully with profound, aromatic   

raspberry - try it! Look for retail stores, bars and            

restaurants to be offering these lovely beers in the month 

of February.  

Skip the roses, and reach for beer this Valentine’s Day 

http://www.merchantduvin.com/brew-lindemans-framboise-lambic.php
http://www.merchantduvin.com/brew-lindemans-pomme-lambic.php
http://www.merchantduvin.com/brew-lindemans-kriek-lambic.php
http://www.merchantduvin.com/brew-lindemans-peche-lambic.php
http://www.merchantduvin.com/brew-lindemans-cassis-lambic.php
http://www.merchantduvin.com/brew-lindemans-cuvee-rene-lambic.php
http://www.merchantduvin.com/brew-lindemans-faro-lambic.php
http://www.merchantduvin.com/brew-lindemans-lambic-sampler-pack.php
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UFO Raspberry Hefeweizen 

Penn Chocolate Meltdown 

Rogue Voodoo Doughnut Lemon Chiffon 

Crueller Ale-Limited Release 

Nothing tastes sweeter to a beer lover on Valentine's Day than    

Chocolate Meltdown Stout .  Real Betsy Ann brand chocolate and a 

healthy dose of lactose sugar give this dark, full-bodied brew a rich 

milk chocolate flavor. Chocolate Meltdown is made with Perle hops 

and a wonderful blend of several malts – black, caramel, and     

chocolate, along with roasted barley and flaked barley. With 5.5% 

ABV and 35 IBUs, this silky beer. 

 Available in 12-oz. and 22-oz. bottles, as well as on draft.  

Skip the roses, and reach for beer this Valentine’s Day 

If you prefer to contrast your dark chocolate, try a sweeter brew 

like UFO Raspberry Hefeweizen.  Harpoon came up with the idea for 

this beer years ago when they brewed a Framboise as part of the 100 

Barrel Series. Some Harpooners mixed the Framboise with UFO       

Hefeweizen to balance the tart raspberry with the clean and crisp 

wheat malt. So brewing this beer as part of the UFO line was only 

natural – like the raspberries it’s brewed with.  

Available in 12-oz. bottles and on draft 

Rogue Brewing kicked off the Voodoo Doughnut Series with Voodoo 

Maple Bacon Porter. The beer honored Portland, Oregon based           

Voodoo Donuts achievement of setting the world record for the largest 

box of donuts. 

The series has grown to include new offerings from Voodoo Donuts 

lineup, including   Voodoo Donut Chocolate Peanut Butter                 

Banana, and Pretzel, Raspberry, Chocolate. Now prepare for Voodoo 

Doughnut Lemon Chiffon Crueller Ale. 

Voodoo Doughnut makes cruellers, however, they don’t specifically 

have a lemon flavor. 

http://beerstreetjournal.com/breweries/rogue-brewing/
http://beerstreetjournal.com/a-maple-bacon-porter-w-no-hops-a-doughnut-world-record/
http://beerstreetjournal.com/a-maple-bacon-porter-w-no-hops-a-doughnut-world-record/
http://beerstreetjournal.com/dear-elvis-rogue-voodoo-doughnut-chocolate-peanut-butter-banana-ale/
http://beerstreetjournal.com/dear-elvis-rogue-voodoo-doughnut-chocolate-peanut-butter-banana-ale/
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Shiner Bock is now a Stage AE sponsor,  

look for the beer at the venue  

 

Celebrate The Long Thaw in Your Area  

Harpoon brewed The Long Thaw White IPA to carry us 

through the January cold while hinting at warmer days 

ahead. Harpoon embraces the season, no    

matter what the temperature is!  

Bottles and cans are starting to leave the    

brewery and are headed your way for the New 

Year… be on the lookout soon  

Dress accordingly and enjoy a night with great 

friends and great beer. 

Look for Harpoon Thaw Patio parties throughout January and February 

Penn Brewing Company-Valentine’s Beer Dinner  
Look for more information on a special Valentine’s Beer 

Dinner at Penn Brewery this February. We love to have live 

entertainment and celebrate special events here at Penn 

Brewery – everything from Oktoberfest to new beer         

introductions to themed dinners.  Be sure to check our 

website and online calendar regularly so you won’t miss 

out on the fun!                                                                       

http://www.pennbrew.com/ 

Brewery News 
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Retails Customers: Buy a case of Old Milwaukee and receive a pint 

glass in January/February at participating distributors 

Retail Customers: Buy a case (cans or bottles) of Lionshead and 

receive a pint glass in January at participating distributors  

Carlsberg  

Join the Greats contest January and February, 

enter to win a trip to England to watch a        

premier league football match at participating 

distributors. 

Carlsberg has a long history, heritage and     

relevance to football. They are the Official Beer 

of the most watched football league in the 

world.  

Brewery News 





3100 East Carson Street  

Pittsburgh,  PA.  15203 

Frank B. Fuhrer Wholesale Company 

Seasonal beer selections and availability 

http://WWW.Fuhrerwholesale.com 

Like us on Facebook or read our Blog  

 

Pgh Beer Buzz: AB Brands 

http://www.facebook.com/PghBeerBuzz 

 

 Pints Over Pittsburgh: Yuengling & Specialty Division 

                  https://www.facebook.com/PintsOverPittsburgh 

 

 Beer Central Pittsburgh: Coors Division 

     http://www.facebook.com/BeerCentral 

 

 Blog 

       Beernomics by Frank B. Fuhrer Wholesale 

http://beernomics.tumblr.com/ 

 

 follow us on twitter:  

@3100craftbeer  

Many of our craft seasonal and specialty releases are available in limited or extremely      

limited  quantities. Breweries only produce a certain amount of their specialty beers and 

Frank Fuhrer does all they can to get as much product as possible. In addition, this          

publication is compiled months prior to the decision made by the brewery to allocate their 

products to the wholesaler. Variations in production for some of these limited release         

offerings will fluctuate, resulting in lower quantities than anticipated.  

 

If you are interested in something you see in this publication and it is out of stock when you 

place your order, please contact your Frank Fuhrer Sales Representative to discuss a similar 

option.  

INTEGRITY, FAIRNESS AND 

CONSISTENCY  

IN THE BEER WHOLESALE 

INDUSTRY 

 

Phone: 1-800-837-2212-Receptionist 

Phone: 1-800-837-8845-Voice Mail Attendant 

Fax: 412-995-4099-Order Department 

https://www.facebook.com/PintsOverPittsburgh

